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Abstract—The development of products that are accessible to
the largest possible group of users can be regarded as a major
challenge for manufacturers of consumer products. It is therefore
crucial, that the product development process is supported by
practical methods and tools that can help incorporate these
essential human factors in early phases of the development
process. Ergonomic evaluation and user testing with real users are
user centred design methodologies often conducted by companies
that are not only complex, but can be very time and cost-intensive.
As an alternative approach virtual user models (VUM) have
been proposed for supporting the early phases of the product
development process. In this paper we will present the model-
based design approach of the European research project VICON
supporting inclusive design of consumer products particularly at
the early stages of product development.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years technology has evolved including new
problematic issues which popped up besides an exponential
growth of functionality. With continuous development of
computers, interfaces can have analogously more capabilities.
For instance mobile phones are not just used as phones
any more, they can be used to browse the internet, to read
and write emails or to control the tv. Smaller and more
efficient electronic components can be included into products,
resulting in an unlimited-appearing functional expansion. The
fascination about new possibilities often obscures the fact that
technology can also create new burdens and complexity to
end users[1]. Especially a coupling of different functionalities
into single devices can be very inefficient due to acceptance
and usability by the end users.

This development can be seen as a two-edged sword,
on the one side new functionality and features increase the
product value, on the other side all new functionality and
features must be included into a feasible and recognizable
product, mostly resulting in a major redefinition of the product
as e.g. happened with mobile phones into smart phones.

More sophisticated interfaces like touchscreens with
haptic feedback are capable of a realization of multiple
functionalities but the user needs to adapt and learn how to

operate it properly. This issue will most likely result in a
lower acceptance by especially elderly people or people who
do not explicitly require such a system.

Newell et. al. described a different approach, including user
needs and requirements of elderly and disabled people in the
design process of products[2]. This paper extends this approach
in a phase based software solution for designers to improve
context awareness and designers’ empathy for these target user
groups within the VICON project1.

A. Design Recommendations

Existing user studies and projects contain information
about problems and issues regarding different kinds of user
interfaces. These guidelines often refer to a textual output of
theories and data due to experience dealing with user needs
of impaired customers of products. During the product devel-
opment process designers need to have an as good awareness
about user needs to deal with all problematic issues regarding
the usage of each designed product.
To maintain this awareness, the connection between the de-
signers and customers of their products needs to be revised
and optimised. Referring to the product development process
a supporting system will be used to present and adapt issues
of these guidelines and additional personal experience.
The following example recommendation presents one issue
derived from the tiresias website[3].

“Visual markings on the keys should be characters
at least 4 mm high and should have good contrast
with the colour of the key (e.g. white characters on
matt black keys)” (see [3])

This sentence defines already two very different issues with
respect to requirements and user needs:

1) Visual markings on the keys should be characters at
least 4 mm high
This item defines an already specified minimum value
for a font size of characters on keys. Thus it refers

1see http://www.vicon-project.eu



Fig. 1. System architecture focusing upon impact in product development
phases

to a nominal value, this issue type is defined as a
quantitative recommendation.

2) Good contrast with the colour of the key (e.g. white
characters on matt black keys)
With respect to nominal values, this issue refers to an
abstract view on the product design interface. Dur-
ing the product development process it can be very
problematic to adapt to these issues automatically
due to all different assertions of natural language.
This type of information is referred to as qualitative
recommendations.

Due to the differences between qualitative and quantitative
recommendations, both types must be adapted and used sep-
arately. Qualitative recommendations, with respect to the fact
of natural language and their abstractness, must already be
included as early as possible into the design process. Regaring
the concrete values described in quantitative recommendations,
they are especially important and used in the cad phase, where
already a first virtual prototype of the final product is available.

II. SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 shows an overview of VICON services and
framework parts[4]. The VICON front end allows the user to
test their product by creating a virtual user, an environment as
well as a number of tasks, which reflect activities a user can
perform with the product.

The recommendation system can be accessed in the sketch
phase and the simulation system in the CAD phase. Afterwards
an evaluation can be conducted and reports generated. The
middleware services deal with all incoming and outgoing
connections and provide relevant data to the different appli-
cations. Recommendations are marked with a phase attribute.
Any recommendation instance consists of a user model-,
environment-, task- or component rule, defined as Generic Rule
Reasoner Rule Sets2. The backend services provide the data
and the algorithms to implement the functionalities; databases

2Inference Rule Sets of the Generic Rule Reasoner of Jena, see
http://jena.sourceforge.net/inference/#rules

Fig. 2. Designer input of sketch design and cad phase.

and components comprising the VICON system phases.
Figure 2 presents the input and output of the system for
sketch design and cad phase. Each user input relates to
different information about the product and results in different
recommendations. Thus each input is used independently as
described in the next section. For the evaluation of the product,
already the virtual protoype is available and no user input is
necessary.

III. RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM FOR THE SKETCH
PHASE

The data model of the system is based on data types
and classes of the ontology. The Virtual User Model (VUM)
consists of 5 classes:

1) User Model class, where all information about a
virtual user including physical impairments or lim-
itations are stored. The predicates for this model
were achieved through user studies. User models
are divided into eight WHO ICF[?] based subgroups
(Profiles), where for every criterion the profiles are
divided into different levels of impairments. Addi-
tionally there are mixed profiles describing the group
of elderly people with a mixture of hearing, sight and
manual dexterity impairments.

2) The Component Model class describes specific con-
stituent parts of the product, called components, and
adds specific functionality to appropriate component
instances. E.g. a “Button” component consists of the
functional attribute of a 2 state switch reflecting that a
button can be pressed. This model is used to connect
recommendations with components especially in the
second phase, where the user input is component
related.

3) Every output is defined as an instance in the Rec-
ommendation class. Each consists of the predicates
Name, Text, Summary, Rules, Phases and an Attach-
ment, where e.g. Sketch Phase Template Layers can
be stored. In the component attribute the adminis-
trator of the ontology is possible to configure rule
sets for the CAD phase, if a recommendation can



directly adjust specific parameters in the second phase
of product development.

4) The Environment Model stores all data related to
the environment. That includes physical conditions
of the environment of the real world, objects and
characteristics of the environment etc.

5) Typical Tasks, which can be performed using a prod-
uct are defined in the Task Model class. This model is
based on Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) providing
an interface, where the designer can define actions of
the user for the evaluation in the virtual environment.

The system architecture of the recommendation system (see
[5], [6] and [7] for a more detailed review) is divided into a
back end, where all data is stored, and a front end, including
all client-specific features used to obtain recommendations.

IV. CAD PHASE

In the CAD phase the designer works mainly with a CAD
system to create the product design. All functionalities are
integrated into a widely-used CAD environment (Siemens NX)
as an additional plug-in providing support to:

1) Manually annotate specific components of a product
by their functionality and type

2) Describe specific variables in the CAD system di-
rectly (e.g. what parameter defines the button height?)

3) Apply specific recommendations derived from the
Virtual User Model including a component rule to
annotated component parameters

These recommendation results, which could not be directly
applied to the product’s model, can be presented visually to
the designer and provided in alternative formats where needed
e.g. as textual report.

V. EVALUATION PHASE

The evaluation of a product design is realised by means of
a virtual usage simulation. The simulation is performed in real-
time and is visualised in a virtual 3d environment. This enables
investigating a range of usability and accessibility questions.
In these assessments, environmental aspects such as different
lighting conditions and surrounding physical space provide an
approximation to the real usage experience.
The evaluation system enables designers to test their 3d
product prototype virtually by running a set of different task
simulations for a selected user profile and environment. Prop-
erties and conditions of the 3d environment and of the virtual
user as well as the tasks available for the respective product
are coming from VICON’s Virtual User Model provided by
the Ontology server. While the simulation is running, the
designer gets visual and textual feedback on the task progress
and its interim success. Subsequent to a task simulation the
system presents a report for the task including a binary answer
for whether the product can be considered as usable under
the given circumstances or not, as well as a differentiated
performance assessment. The evaluation results can be stored
and used for further iterations within the product design
lifecycle.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

In this paper a model-based design approach was presented
based upon the creation and implementation of a Virtual User
Model. It is expected that this design approach is potentially
capable of supporting the early product development stage
(before developing costly physical prototypes) by providing
component and design recommendations as well as virtual
experience simulation for a proposed 3D design.
The next steps of the project, user studies including both sides
- beneficiaries and designers - will be conducted to verify this
approach and test the user acceptance. Plans and specified test
cases were already specified[8] to cover multiple aspects of the
application in a similar way to initial ethnographic studies[9].
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